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In the Matter of the Application of CenturyTel

	

)
Solutions, LLC, for Certificate of Service

	

)
Authority to Provide Basic Local Exchange,

	

)
and Local Exchange Telecommunications

	

)
Service in the State of Missouri and for

	

)
Competitive Classification

	

)

Comes now the MITG and submits the following response to Staff's November

26, 2003 Recommendation, and to CenturyTel's Response to MITG Notice re

Intervention :

1 .

	

OnNovember 18, 2003, the MITG, as directed by the Commission, placed

all parties on notice of its continued intervention in opposition to the relief requested

herein, even though Applicant had abandoned the request to obtain basic local

certification in its parent/affiliate ILEC exchanges .

The MITG continues to oppose Applicant being granted interexchange

service authority in its parent/affiliate (CenturyTel of Missouri, LLC and Spectra

Communications Group, LLC d/b/a CenturyTel, respectively) service areas .

	

It is one

thing for an ILEC to utilize a CLEC to compete in new service areas .

	

It is quite another

for an ILEC to form a CLEC to compete with the ILEC in its own exchanges .

The MITG finds it hard to believe that CenturyTel truly wants to compete

with itself for its own toll business .

	

CenturyTel has amended its local service authority

2 .
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to delete authority in its parent company exchanges . CenturyTel should do the same with

respect to its toll authority .

4 .

	

If a CLEC affiliate of an ILEC providing interexchange service, as

Applicant is here, is granted interexchange authority in the parent ILEC exchanges, this

creates the ability for the CLEC to provide interexchange services, in the parent ILECs'

exchanges, that the ILEC itself would be unable to lawfully provide . This would not be

consistent with the public interest .

5 .

	

Such essential public interest principles as the prohibition against special

rates (392.200.2 RSMo), the prohibition against special rates based upon person,

corporation or locality (392.200.3 RSMo), the prohibition against defining a service as

different based upon geographic area (392.200.4.1 RSMo), the prohibition against

charging a different price per minute for the same, substitutable, or equivalent

interexchange service (392.200.5 RSMo), and the prohibition against geographic rate

deaveraging (392,230.1 RSMo and 392.230.2 RSMo), could all be circumvented by the

use of an CLEC affiliate providing toll services in the parent ILEC's exchanges .

6 .

	

As a real world example particularly pertinent here, Applicant could, by

limiting services to areas "where facilities are available", a common method for toll

providers to limit where their services are offered, offer a toll calling plan limited to

customers in Macon, Missouri . It would be improper for Spectra/CenturyTel the ILEC to

offer special toll calling plans in only one exchange .

	

See Case No. IT-2004-0141, in

which Spectra/CenturyTel actually proposed a Macon toll calling plan which, prior to its

being withdrawn, would have only been available in the Macon exchange, not in all

exchanges in which Spectra/CenturyTel provided toll service . The MITG believes that



the public interest, as manifested by current statutes and rules, could be thwarted by

allowing an ILEC's wholly owned CLEC to obtain toll authority in the parent ILEC

exchanges .

7 .

	

Staffs Recommendation suggests that Mid-Missouri Telephone Company

is certificated to provide interexchange service throughout the State of Missouri,

including the exchanges served by Mid-Missouri . Staff references TA-2000-290.

	

Staff

fails to mention the difference between private line service/non-switched local and basic

interexchange service, and fails to set forth the context in which Mid-Missouri sought

such certification .

8 .

	

Prior to TA-2000-290, private line service was rendered by Mid-Missouri

under the auspices of the PTC Plan . After the PTC Plan was terminated, Mid-Missouri

filed the request for certificate, and tariffs, approved in TA-2000-290, to enable Mid

Missouri to continue to provide private line services to customers resident in Mid-

Missouri exchanges . Private Line is a service providing dedicated, non-switched

capacity in a Mid-Missouri facility, either to another Mid-Missouri end user location, or

to an end user ofanother LEC reached by use of Mid-Missouri facilities in conjunction

with similar facilities and services of other LECs needed to complete a private line

circuit . Mid-Missouri does not use private line non-switched local services to provide

basic interexchange service to Mid-Missouri customers .

9 .

	

TheMITG is also concerned as to whether Applicant would use its own

facilities in parent Spectra/CenturyTel exchanges, or whether it would be allowed by

Spectra/CenturyTel to use the parent's facilities .

	

TheMITG is opposed to IXCs being

allowed the use of intraLATA toll feature group C facilities and protocols with which to



originate and transmit toll traffic .

	

In a similar proceeding, ILEC Alltel agreed not to do

so.

	

See TT-2000-268 .

10 .

	

Applicant should not be allowed to originate traffic on a feature group C

basis in its parent company exchanges .

	

Feature group C does not provide for Carrier

Identification Codes specific to each IXC originating traffic . Instead it only uses a

default "0000" code, which can be assigned only to a single ILEC toll provider .

	

If

Applicant is allowed to utilize FGC facilities to originate traffic, its traffic will be

indistinguishable from its parent company's traffic .

	

TheMITG believes this to be in

violation of its tariffs, which provide that, after Feature Group D is made available,

Feature Group C will no longer be provided . Allowing Applicant to use Feature Group

C protocols in its parent company exchanges would not only continue to tolerate a

violation of the MITG company tariffs, it would expand the ongoing violation to a new

carrier that is not even an ILEC toll provider .

11 .

	

CenturyTel suggests that Staff's proposed Enhanced Record Exchange

Rule will alleviate MITG concerns regarding Applicant's use of FGC facilities .

CenturyTel is not correct .

12 .

	

Staff's Enhanced Record Exchange rule has been a work in progress for 2

years or more. It is unknown to the MITG as to whether or when it will be promulgated.

It appears to the MITG that industry support for the rule has waned.

	

It appears to the

MITG that the large ILEC strategy now is to continue to delay promulgation of the rule in

order to continue to delay Commission attention to the "business relationship" issue that

has been undecided in TO-99-593 for over 4 years after termination of the PTC Plan .



13.

	

When the MITG opposes an application or agreement on the grounds it

will be inconsistent with Staffs Enhanced Record Exchange Rule, the MITG opponents

(which sometimes include Staff) points out the rule is not in effect .

	

At other times, when

the MITG opposes an application or agreement on the grounds that traffic will be passed

without meeting existing billing and compensation processes set forth in the MITG

tariffs, the MITG opponents (which sometimes include Staff) states the rule already

addresses these concerns .

14 .

	

The Commission should no longer give credence to any party's suggestion

that Staff s Enhanced Record Exchange Rule will have any bearing whatsoever on any

application or agreement that is filed . In this case such a possible rule has no bearing on

whether Applicant should be granted toll authority in its parent ILEC exchanges . Until

the Rule is published, commented upon, and made effective the Commission should

afford no consideration to a rule that is not in existence .

15 .

	

The MITG respectfully suggests that the foregoing establishes that there

are questions of fact and/or law with respect to whether the public interest is served by

allowing a wholly-owned or controlled CLEC to obtain toll authority in its parent ILEC

exchanges . There are sufficient questions of fact, law, and policy to merit intervention

being granted, and this case set for further proceedings .

WHEREFORE, the MITG requests that its Motions to Intervene be Granted, and

that this matter be scheduled for further proceedings .



Dan Joyce
Missouri Public Service Commission
P .O. Box 360
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102

Mike Dandino
Office of the Public Counsel
P.O . Box 7800
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102

Larry Dority
Fischer & Dority, P.C.
101 Madison, Suite 400
Jefferson City, MO 65 101
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